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the slaughter is on! across the galaxy, human mercenaries are being ambushed, and an ever-
increasing number of companies arent returning from their contracts. someone even appears to be

plotting the demise of the premier four horsemen companies, and disaster for the other three
companies has only been averted by the narrowest of margins. sansar enkh, the president of the

golden horde, knows her company is likely to be next, but has no idea who is behind the attacks, or
when they will strike her beloved horde. acting on a prophesy from her dying mother, she knows her

only chance is to take the company off-world to draw out the phantom enemy. the horde is being
scouted and an attack is imminent. as the revelations cycle draws to a close, will sansar be able to
figure out who is behind the attacks in time to save earths mercenary companies from the horrific

fate waiting from them the fourth horseman is in play, and time is running out to save the earth and
everyone on it! the guild wars series continues with peacemaker (the revelations cycle book 6) kevin
ikenberry, the final chapter of the revelations cycle. the book explores the aftermath of the first four
books. sansar enkh, the president of the golden horde, faces a dark threat. the family she has just
hired to protect her company is slaughtered and her daughter is kidnapped. sansar knows this is

only the beginning. the golden horde is on the brink of disaster and she has no idea who is behind
the attacks, or when they will strike her beloved horde. if she cannot find out who is behind the

attacks in time to save her company, she is doomed.
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in the near future, the remains of the
human race have been given a second

chance to get a fresh start. after the fall of
the long night and the creation of helios in
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the battle for sanity, the world was split
between the elysian, built on the oceans of
eden, and the savage frontier, built across
the ruins of the ancient old world. a new
hope has arisen in the form of sansar, a

computer created by terra, the remaining
half of the human race that resided on the

planet earth, after the long night. terra
created sansar as a legacy, and left most
of her designs to the company known as
synchro, now led by jeremy, her husband

of many years. synchro is now called
elysian creations. and it is no longer just a

company, but a city. terra has raised
children of all races, and created a

paradise for them where they can escape
the prejudice of the savage frontier and

even other races she felt the elysian
republic was building hostility towards. but
can the new world stand against the forces
of the horde? will the rest of the world find

a way to work together against the
darkness? and can sansar protect terra's
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legacy? this is the first book in a new mini-
series called peacemaker. a series of books
will start here, and continue on with books

by a group of contributors. stories will
include an assortment of locations. the first
book is called peacemaker, and takes place

on a human world that has been taken
over by aliens that do not have the usual

scaly kind and they are taking their
revenge on all the races of the world, who
are on earths surface. humanity has only
been defended by armed mercenaries in
this book. then there is honor the threat,

which takes place on a normal human
planet where there are interstellar wars

going on between one alien race and
another. and justice for all, which takes

place on a world that has been destroyed
by an ancient meteor. and frost is falling,
which takes place on a world where the

races have been separated by a giant wall
to keep them safe. and bridge is burning,
which takes place on a world where the
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humans has been split up into islands
because of a super-dimensional anomaly

that has been turned into a dragon
fortress. and call to arms, which takes

place on a world that has been
transformed into a magical kingdom, where

it appears almost magical. and theyre
ready to take on the rest of the world. and

power is rising, which takes place on a
world where the imperial star empire has

taken over all of the planets, and the locals
are often unruly to fight. and final

judgment, which takes place on a world
where the humans are hiding in the

shadows, and its only a matter of time until
its all over. 5ec8ef588b
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